ICC NTA, LLC, a subsidiary of the International Code Council, is an independent third-party certification agency and a leader in plan review and engineering.

As a manufacturer of Recreational Vehicles (RV), you know that individual states (and Canada) require state review and approval of RV plans. This approval process and model tracking can be confusing because it involves time-consuming paperwork that is unique to each jurisdiction. Do you have trouble keeping track of RV code changes? What about renewal dates, and all the required paperwork? NTA has an automated tracking system that notifies us when a plan is going to expire - in plenty of time for re-submission. This tracking system ensures no plan will get overlooked and simplifies the submittal process for you, giving you more time to focus on your product!

RV Plan Approval Packages Complete Plan Approval NTA provides everything you need and handles your paperwork! A complete, custom submittal package includes:

- Official cover page
- Plumbing plans
- Floor plans
- Electrical plans
- Gas line layouts
- 12V calculations

As a member of the NFPA, NTA stays up-to-date on code changes, and since we know how each state works, we can create a submittal plan explicitly tailored to your needs. We can also work with your current listing agency to provide submittal packages to Canada!